When going about our daily business, we often dig into our memories to better foresee the outcomes of our behavior and plan future actions. One can think of such episodes as consisting of sequences of events, starting in the past and ending in the future. The hippocampus is believed to play a crucial role in our ability to learn sequences of events. This idea is supported by theoretical models, by data from healthy humans and patients with hippocampal lesions, and by lesion studies in rats (Eichenbaum and Cohen, 2001; Fortin et al., 2002) . The neural code for sequence learning in the rat hippocampus has often been studied using a spatial alternation task on a figure-eight maze, in which the rat is required to alternate between the left and right sides of the maze while repeatedly crossing the central stem ( Fig. 1 A, blue) .
Previous studies using the figure-eight maze have revealed a striking phenomenon: hippocampal "place cells," neurons that generally tend to discharge at a particular location in the environment (the "place field"), became activated in a trajectory-selective manner that can be viewed as a spatial sequence. That is, many neurons discharged only when the animal ran the trajectory R pre 3 stem 3 L post , whereas other neurons discharged only on the trajectory L pre 3 stem 3 R post ( Fig.  1 A, blue) (Wood et al., 2000; Lee et al., 2006) . However, this alternation design did not allow determining whether the sequential encoding is a result of the effect of the past or the future, because past and future trajectories were always coupled: R pre was always followed by L post and L pre was always followed by R post (Fig. 1, blue) .
A recent study by Ji and Wilson (2008) published in The Journal of Neuroscience introduced a new twist to the figure-eight maze task. Animals were trained to gradually alter their previously established figure-eight routes into novel circular routes ( Fig. 1 A, red) , so it was possible to fill in the contingency table of possible sequences (Fig. 1 B) and dissociate the effects of past and future.
The study by Ji and Wilson (2008) contains three major findings. First, the authors observed a strong dependency of hippocampal activity on past, but not future, trajectories: neural firing was strongly correlated between trajectories sharing the same past, but not between trajectories sharing the same future [Ji and Wilson (2008) Third, unlike previous studies that examined only changes in place fields on the central stem (Wood et al., 2000) , the dynamic changes in firing rate were observed also for place fields extending beyond the stem. Interestingly, the dependence on the past was found only in place fields adjacent to the stem, and the effect diminished with increasing distance from the stem [Ji and Wilson (2008) In turning to discuss the methodology, results, and our interpretations of the study by Ji and Wilson (2008) , we will focus on four topics. First, we begin with the most fundamental issue concerning the interpretation of the results and consider whether the task used by Ji and Wilson (2008) is a hippocampus-dependent task, requiring the computations performed by the hippocampus. Both spatial and nonspatial sequence learning tasks involving a delay have been shown to be hippocampus dependent (Fortin et al., 2002; Ferbinteanu and Shapiro, 2003) . Importantly, a recent study using a similar task to that used by Ji and Wilson (2008) showed that rats with bilateral hippocampal lesions suffer no deficit in performing this task unless a delay was introduced between trials, in which case task performance gradually degraded with increasing delay (Ainge et al., 2007) . Thus, it is plausible that in the study by Ji and Wilson (2008) , which did not use any delay, the acquisition and performance of the behavioral task reflected processing upstream of the hippocampus (Ainge et al., 2007) , rather then processing within the hippocampus itself.
Second, the details of the preliminary training procedures are noteworthy, because recent studies using a similar task to that of Ji and Wilson (2008) have shown that specific aspects of preliminary training (e.g., training with or without barriers) can substantially affect the robustness of trajectory-dependent representation in the hippocampus (Wood et al., 2000; Lee et al., 2006; Ainge et al., 2007) . For example, one study did not find even a single hippocampal cell to be dependent on past or future trajectories when barriers were not used during initial training, in striking contrast to when barriers were used (Bower et al., 2005) . In the study of Ji and Wilson (2008) , no barriers were used in any stage of the training (D. Ji, personal communication), yet surprisingly, a robust trajectory dependence was found. Understanding this apparent discrepancy in the effects of barriers on trajectorydependent hippocampal encoding would require further experimentation.
Third, the authors did not find a forward shift in place-field locations on the figure-eight maze, in contrast to recent studies (Lee et al., 2006) . Ji and Wilson (2008) proposed that differences in experimental procedures underlie this difference in neural dynamics. However, an alternative interpretation is that the reward location was the dominant factor. Hippocampal dynamics have been shown to encode goal-directed behavior (Shapiro et al., 2006) ; hence, the reward locations, rather then the animal's direction of motion (forward or backward), may determine the direction of place-field shift. Indeed, in the Lee et al. (2006) design, reward was located near the end of the stem, and a forward shift was observed, whereas Ji and Wilson (2008) placed the reward close to the beginning of the stem, which might have prevented the forward shift of place fields and is in fact in agreement with the backward shift in placefield locations reported by the authors.
Finally, we consider the notion that hippocampal neurons are affected strictly by past trajectories, as suggested by the results of Ji and Wilson (2008) . An interesting recent study found that, in fact, ensembles of hippocampal neurons predicted future trajectories at important decision points (Johnson and Redish, 2007) . Importantly, this prediction of the future occurred on timescales of tens or hundreds of milliseconds, much shorter than the timescale of the representation of the past in the study by Ji and Wilson (2008) , which was on the order of seconds or more. This suggests that the effects of past and future on hippocampal neural activity might operate on different timescales. Thus, one could hypothesize that when analyzing the data on long timescales, one would find primarily effects of the past, as in the study by Ji and Wilson (2008) , whereas analysis on shorter timescales would reveal primarily effects of future planning, as in the study by Johnson and Redish (2007) .
Together, the results presented by Ji and Wilson (2008) add important insight to our understanding of the underlying neural code for novel sequence learning in the hippocampus and the effects of past and future events. Importantly, a central future goal for these types of studies will be to categorize which tasks are hippocampus dependent and which are not to better relate the neural activity to actual hippocampal function. In addition, it will be important to elucidate the exact aspects of the task that are relevant for encoding particular parts of episodes by the hippocampus. This challenge will go hand in hand with our understanding of how past and future events influence the hippocampal neural code. 
